
                    What are Egyptian cotton sheets and their benefits 
 
A good night’s sleep is a necessity in this current age and varied factors contribute to 
attaining a good night’s sleep. A good bed sheet is one of the preliminary facets 
accountable for comfortable and vital sleep. 
 
So why not get an incredible bed sheet made of gold standard Egyptian cotton which is 
an ideal mixture of solace and luxury you can see in bed linens? 
 
What is Egyptian Cotton? 
 
First of all, the plant from which Egyptian cotton is acquired is distinct from the plant 
from which traditional cotton is acquired and this illustrates a lot.  
 

 Benefits :- 
 

Breathability 
 
Egyptian cotton being permeable permits free flow of air through the fabric authorizing 
you to rest coolly and comfortably throughout the night and evading the stuffy feeling. A 
finished set of Egyptian Cotton Sheets and a Duvet Cover or Comforter to deliver 
extraordinary breathability and have a greatly comfortable sleep. 
 
 

 
 

https://www.ontrendideas.com.au/collections/sheet-sets/Cotton


The breathability of Egyptian Cotton Sheets will keep you pleased at night and avoid 
that stuffy feeling that greatly synthetic fabric bedding creates. This makes them an 
ideal sleeping companion for you. 
 
Higher Thread Count 
 
A fundamental indicator to access the quality of sheets is the Thread Count of the 
sheets. It is the numeral of threads woven jointly to develop a single square inch of the 
sheet.  
 
Longest, Strongest, and Brightest Cotton Fibers 
 
As the saying goes for cotton threads “longer the powerful”. Egyptian cotton has 
extended threads making them powerful cotton threads and in turn more enduring. 
Longer threads make the exceptionally fine yarn which effects in the formation of 
extremely soft, glossy, and stress-resistant cotton sheets. Furthermore, Egyptian cotton 
fibers have a tremendous capacity to absorb liquids, providing their colors with a deeper 
and brighter hue and making the fabric resistant to color bleeding. 
 
Hand-Picked 
 
Egyptian cotton fibers are hand-picked and accordingly highly pure. Besides, the 
technique of handpicking puts way lesser anxiety on fibers as opposed to mechanical 
choosing which leaves the fibers broken and crumpled. 
 
We at Ontrendideas use an unusual procedure to build their structure all while 
protecting 98 percent water, assuring the elevated level of quality and softness 
of Egyptian Cotton Sheets. 
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